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Even our industrious little lady with the idle husband gave up
_____________ for customers and turned to pleasure.
1.

(hope)hoping

A father with wealth may risk _____________ a husband for his daughter
even though she has natural feet, but ambitious fathers among the common
people fear to take such risks.

2.

(get)

getting

To state the theory is, however, to risk _____________ an entirely false
impression of the facts.
3.

(give)
giving

She keeps on _____________ me of someone, and I can't tell who.4.
(remind)

reminding

Is there anybody that he wouldn't mind _____________?5. (tackle)tackling

Mr Powell said the only thing to be done was to keep him quiet as usual,
and to prevent him _____________.
6.

(speak)speaking

He opens with a vigorous analysis of instinct in general, for he is careful to
avoid _____________ the innate character of war.
7.

(deny)denying

A man, that is, should postpone _____________ a wife, and should not
console himself by taking a mistress.
8.

(take)
taking

The fleet, however, remained ready to compel him to keep to them, should
he attempt to evade _____________ his engagements.
9.

(fulfill)fulfilling

Mike was not going to risk _____________ after hitting Jimmy when there
was a policeman within call.
10.

(remain)
remaining

Furthermore, the local justice frequently avoids _____________ a case
which may involve him in difficulties with his neighbors, unless he is forced to
do so.

11.

(handle)

handling

The end-result here, the finished nest, cannot be instantly had, and the
pair of birds keep on _____________ materials and putting them together
until this end-result is present before their eyes.

12.

(gather)
gathering
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To avoid _____________ in the cold muddy water he will probably step
on the nearest tuft.
13.

(wad)
wading

But when all was ready, and the boys getting impatient, she found her
shadow, with a sun-bonnet on, standing by the door, as if to prevent her
_____________.

14.

(go out)going out

These will keep on _____________ rents as long as they can beg or
borrow the money to pay rents with.
15.

(give)
giving

A superstitious practice among old seamen, who are equally scrupulous
to avoid _____________ during a heavy gale.
16.

(whistle)whistling

One needs go again and again to do full justice to this interesting church,
but being exceedingly cold, it is difficult to avoid _____________ a chill.
17.

(take)
taking

Dizzy though I was I felt an exhausting need to keep on _____________.18.
(go)

going

He prophesied a speedy return to health if she kept on _____________
happy and breathing this good air.
19.

(look)
looking

She imagined him _____________ on it all alone on rainy evenings for
company, with the other instruments looking on in a friendly way.
20.

(play)
playing
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